A Friend Loves at All Times

Robin Wolaver

Island feel (♩ = 151)

Optional Solo

Whether you’re at the beginning or

whether you’ve reached the end, ___
wheth-er you're los - ing or win - ning,

I’m gon - na be your friend.

Wheth-er you’ve made a blun - der that

you can - not de - fend, well,
you don't have to wonder, I'm gonna be your friend.

Because a friend loves, a friend loves at all times, at all times a friend loves.

Because a friend loves.
friend loves,  

a friend loves at all times,  
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a friend loves at all times, at all times a
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2nd time to Coda

friend loves.  

Optional Solo  

Wheth-er you’re strong and health-

A\(\text{sus}\frac{4}{2}\) A  D\(\text{A}\)  A

y or wheth-er you’re on the mend,

D\(\text{A}\)  G\(\text{A}\)  A
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